We consider the difference f (− + V )− f (− ) of functions of Schrödinger operators in L 2 (R d ) and provide conditions under which this difference is trace class. We are particularly interested in non-smooth functions f and in V belonging only to some L p space. This is motivated by applications in mathematical physics related to Lieb-Thirring inequalities. We show that in the particular case of Schrödinger operators the well-known sufficient conditions on f , based on a general operator theoretic result due to V. Peller, can be considerably relaxed. We prove similar theorems for
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Setting of the problem. In this paper we consider functions f (H ) and f (H 0 ) of the perturbed and unperturbed Schrödinger operators
and we investigate which assumptions on the real-valued potential V and on the function f guarantee the property that
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where S 1 denotes the trace class. The potential V will always be assumed infinitesimally form bounded with respect to − and to decay (pointwise or in some L p sense) at infinity. We will be more specific below.
If f is smooth, say, f ∈ C ∞ 0 (R), and V decays sufficiently rapidly at infinity, then (1.2) and (1.3) are certainly true and this can be proved by several standard methods. Here, we are mostly interested in functions f , which are absolutely continuous but not much smoother. This makes the question much more subtle.
There are at least two motivations for considering such f .
(1) One of us (A. P.) studied the difference f (H ) − f (H 0 ) for functions f with jump discontinuities [29] [30] [31] . Among other things, it was shown that for the function 
